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Principal Report
Hi everyone,
I hope this final newsletter for 2021 finds you and your families safe and well.
I would like to thank our school community, staff, parents, students and friends for
their outstanding response and support during 2021 in response to the rapidly
changing COVID 19 landscape.
The achievements of our students and particularly the achievements of our students
who will be graduating from PSC at the end of this year cannot be underestimated.
You have all done tremendously throughout the year.
The Semester 2/ End of Year Reports will be available via the SENTRAL Parent
Portal and you will receive an envelope with additional information either via your
child from school or by post.
I will, of course, keep you informed of any updated advice that might become
available during the holiday period and will update our website and the SENTRAL
Parent Portal.
Please note for your diary that students will be returning to school on Monday 31st
January 2022.
From all of us at PSC we wish you a safe break and we are looking forward to
seeing everyone back for Term 1 in 2022.
Take care and stay safe
Peter

In Class 1 & 2 we have saved classroom money and then we buy items in the
classroom shop.
“Customers come and give me the money”. Lachlan Rumbold
“We like the classroom shop”. Nathan Brown

The therapy room continues to be made available for students to access an obstacle course for
the first 1/2 hour of each day.
Crawling over uneven surfaces gives great proprioceptive input into the body through the
muscles and joints and has an organising and regulating effect on the nervous system. Together
with the 'calming sequence' (squeeze hands, deep breaths, slow tapping and a happy thought)
the students are ready to start their day of learning.

MASKS MATTER
“It’s not the best to wear a mask at school but at least it
helps to prevent COVID-19”. Ethan Desmond
“I don’t mind wearing masks but apparently we don’t
have to wear them in school anymore. We do still have to
wear them at Woolies, in supermarkets and in public”.
Alex Shepheard
“We do a lot of hand washing and using hand sanitiser to
keep us safe from Corona Virus”. Summah Ellis
“It’s not fair that we have to wear masks outdoors when
we are playing basketball”. Jai Calder
“I feel happy and I can breathe easier now”. Summah Ellis

The class were good mask wearers during lockdown.
I seldom had to remind any of the class to wear
masks. They were good hand washers too. They
followed a routine of using hand sanitiser every time
they came into the room, which kept them safer.
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2021 will no doubt prove to be one of the most unusual school
years.
The on - off lockdown school year made for challenges. Class 15
did well though in difficult circumstances, working well
throughout the year. Good progress was particularly made in
Maths. The class atmosphere was a good one.
Thanks to Heather for her help.

Mornings in Class 3 often consist of starting our day with Developmental
Play where we develop our fine motor skills, learn to communicate
together and work in teams to develop our social skills.

CLASS 5 WERE
LUCKY ENOUGH
TO ENJOY
COOKING IN THE
SCHOOL KITCHEN
WITH GEN.
WE MADE APPLE
AND CINNAMON
SCROLLS AND
THEY WERE
YUMMY.

We have really loved using
our brand-new swing in the
junior playground.

Class 16 have enjoyed participating in team building
activities as part of their Personal Development
Skills (PDS) Unit 1. One of the challenging activities
required students to build the tallest tower using
only newspaper and sticky tape in a set time
frame. Students very quickly realised some of the
crucial skills needed to work successfully in a
group and how these skills can be transferred to
real life situations. Some of the skills identified by
the students were communication skills, problem
solving, sharing ideas and supporting each other.
Even though it has been a disruptive year it is
remarkable what our class has achieved. What a
pleasure it has been to watch our class grow into
responsible young people.

We have enjoyed
watering plants out
in the garden,
reading out our daily
classroom timetable
and have also gotten
to cook items
starting with the
letter of the week.

It has been so great to be back in the classroom
learning and playing together again!

We have a large focus on Literacy and Numeracy
tasks in Class 8 where students complete
comprehension question and answer sessions.

In Numeracy sessions we have been using rulers to
make measurements and enjoy participating in
maths games.

“We’ve been learning our addresses and the names of the
street we live in”. (Declan Smith)

I.C.T in the classrooms has been a different experience for our students this Semester.
We have been completing activities on i-Pads and using the app Toontastic in classes 6-9 where
students create their own 3 part stories with a beginning, middle and ending.
Students choose or create their own characters and settings and are able to add their own
voice over recordings to create mini cartoons themselves.
The junior classrooms have been busy learning more about the uses of artificial intelligence and
have all enjoyed coding an co-ordinating activities with our school robots.
In senior classrooms we have been brushing up on our skills in the Microsoft Suite and have
spent time comparing similar websites to see which are most useful and appropriate for use at
school.

Class 10 has been completing several tasks with focus on the
Integrated topic of Sustainability.
We have spent time learning more about our endangered
animals from around the world.
How to keep our waterways healthy and how to recycle
products in appropriate ways.

CLASS 10

Class 8 have been involved in using a variety of
multisensory activities to enhance their fine motor
and gross motor skills.
Included in this learning was developing electrical
circuits, construction activities, jigsaws and bush
walks.

CLASS 6
In literacy sessions, Class 6 have been focusing on the stories the 3 Billy Goats
Gruff and the Australian version of the 3 Kangaroos Gruff.
We have created our own hand puppets and have been completing puppet shows
to extend our understanding and comprehension of the stories.

Parks and Gardens
Graduation Awards
Jaymee Mullen:
Encouragement Award
Bella Potter:
Trainee of the Year Award
Afterwards parents, students and
teachers could all enjoy refreshments
provided by the Hospitality students.

CLASS 18

Hooray!
We finally returned to school in term 4! Class 11 were all happy and excited to get back and see each other. In the
few weeks we have been back at school, Class 11 enjoyed our Friday experiments learning about force and how it
can act on objects.
We particularly enjoyed creating paddle pop stick catapults and playing a few rounds of Air Tenpin Bowling! ©.
In Literacy, students worked really hard on creating persuasive movie posters that would get people excited to see
their films, each student presented their poster to the class giving a short talk.

Well done Class 11 on a tricky but ultimately successful
year!

CLASS 13 & 14
WOW what a strange sort of year we have had in PCAL this year!
Although we have been up and down, front, back and side to side, it has been a wonderful time getting to know each
other and riding this year’s roller coaster in style.
We were lucky enough to get out into the community for some excursions before Covid hit again, practising the life skills
we have been learning in class. We did swimming with Ryan, visited Mornington Central, Dromana foreshore and Rosebud
Plaza! We have loved our many chats, fun times and games, Kahoot quizzes and Webex meetings throughout the year.
But most of all, we have loved getting back to school, seeing all our friends and resuming normal routine and life.

We have been learning more about the weather and the seasons, focusing on wind
and rain and the weather patterns.
In Literacy we have done lots of reading of Non-Fiction texts and in Numeracy we
have focused on Australian currency and ordering of coins and notes.

I’ve been through Cancer with
family members and I was
supposed to do this challenge
with my Grandpa but I
couldn’t…

I did it for him.
Love you Pop!

$1,000

This Semester we have been focussing on learning about the world of work and looking at our
different options for the future.
We have also spent time complimenting each other and adding them to our class compliment
tree.

CLASS 12

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL FROM P.S.C

Foundation students were lucky to
have some new visitors to their
classroom.
Next years Foundation students
came to Class 3 to see what school
will look like for them in 2022.
We enjoyed Developmental play in
the classroom, had circle time and
sang our favourite songs together
and even had a visit to our junior
playground.

TRANSITION DAY

